Leadership in Safety Exercise Phase Three

The Discussion

1. What were the physical factors that contributed to the incident? (hardware, machine position, etc.)

2. What were the human factors that contributed? (decisions, actions, etc.)

3. What were the programmatic issues that contributed?

4. Are there any other factors?

A. How do the above factors relate to the decisions of the GC Superintendent?

B. How do the above factors relate to the decisions of the AJAX Owner?

C. How do the above factors relate to the decisions of the AJAX supervisor?

D. How do the above factors relate to the decisions of the victim?

❖ What changes could help the AJAX Owner exhibit leadership to prevent this scenario from happening again?

❖ What changes could help the supervisor show better leadership to prevent this scenario from happening again?

❖ What changes could help the victim show better leadership to prevent this scenario from happening again?